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Verbatim Comments 
The comments below are as they were submitted by participants attending the events and at the 

online portal pages. No edits have been made but personal information or offensive language is 

removed with an indication that this has happened. 

Route-specific comments are divided by route and into three categories for each route, answering 

the three engagement questions:  

1. What do you like about the proposed route? (positive feedback) 

2. What would you change or think could be improved about the proposed route? (negative 

feedback) 

3. Is there anything else you think we should know? (general feedback) 

General, non-route-specific comments and Evaluation comments follow the route-specific 

verbatims. 

Route 149 

What do you like about the proposed route?

• It’ll take me to the same stop I’m using 

for work 

• New industrial route.

 

What would you change or think could be improved about the proposed route?

• Again Nothing 

• From Southwood how easy is it to get to 

the South Hill transit terminal if you don't 

have a car. 

• I start work @ 6:30 & the 409 gets me to 

work in time. Removing it means I will 

have to find another way to work. Not 

having it leave a ctrain station is a big 

inconvenience 

• Impssible consistent connections with 

route 302 to downtown. 

• Keep the 409 

• Not much to entise new riders. SHIFT 

start times are what they are. This bus 

does not do much. 

• nothing (2 mentions) 

• Old 23 was better. Now i'm forced to 

transfer if coming from northeast. 

• South Hill isn't exactly a major hub, bus 

should connect to LRT or at least 

Douglasdale terminal. 

• This is the only bus going to 90 ave. 

Why not out of Anderson Station? Just 

like the 409. I ride the 409 every day for 

8 years and it has served me and many 

others very well. You are [offensive 
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language removed] ] a whole lot of 

people. 

Is there anything else you think we should know?

• Great if starting out somewhere out west 

or far south. Not so good for those living 

to the North. 

• how do i get on sout hill brt station to get 

the 149 to go to work at 90 ave se. Im 

living in queensland. 

• If this bus left from a ctrain station. 

• If this happens when does it take effect? 

 


